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Apr 9, 2014 Free token for E-Sys 3.24.x. May 29, 2014 I am using ESYS 3.24.3 with Psdzdata 55.4 and esys Launcher. But
when I try to create CAFD file. I got error " Could not create java virtual machine". What can I do to solve this problem? I need
a valid CAFD file to get token. Jul 3, 2014 Hi. This is a build 106 error. Also I get the error "could not create java virtual
machine". Also after getting the token error message I cannot work on the third party software with BMW coding. It works fine
on ESYS 3.24.3. I have very poor knowledge on JAVA coding and I need help to make ESYS 3.26.1 workable. If anybody can
help me out, it would be a great help. If you need any more information, please let me know. Thank you very much. Jul 5, 2014
I am using ESYS 3.26.1 with Psdzdata 55.4 and esys Launcher. I am getting "Could not create java virtual machine". Aug 7,
2014 Hi. I'm still having same error message. I think I have valid token but some of the token's property is not working
properly. It only shows me "unknown" for some properties. I have tried updating all 3 software but no luck. Oct 22, 2014 Hi. I
need your help. I have gone through all of the possible blogs. I have tried all solution. I have ESYS 3.26.1 with Psdzdata 55.4
and esys Launcher. My intent is to get a token for a vehicle. Also I want to know how to get a token for a vehicle without any
coding and without any token related software. I also have the problem with my token not working properly. It says "unknown".
I have tried to update the software but it did not work. I need your help. Nov 16, 2014 I am getting the error message "Could not
create java virtual machine". I need to fix this error. Please help me. Sep 8, 2015 My Esys 3.26.1 with Psdzdata 55.4 and esys
Launcher can not recognize the token code from E-Sys BMW Coding V3.24.3.
Sep 24, 2014 E-Sys is a universal programme, isn't it? I recently modified a vehicle with the latest E-Sys and can't make it read
the coding data. What do I need to modify on the vehicle? Can you help me? . Oct 23, 2013 Hi there, I am trying to learn
coding, and in an E-Sys 3.24.1 + PzData 3.41.4 combination, a while ago, I was able to make a lot of vehicles read the coding
data. I made a lot of cars, but can't remember any of them. I think you could help me as well. I have an E-Sys running on a F23.
Thanks a lot. Kind regards . Nov 16, 2013 I have a F30 and code FDL codes on multiple vehicles running with E-SYS 3.24.1 +
PzData 3.41.4 without any issues, how can I update my original E-Sys to 3.24.3. Thanks. Aug 14, 2015 Hi, I'm new to this site,
and I need to learn to code. I tried the BMW-FDL-Coding, but it just stops working after FDL-Coding , or at least I can't find a
solution. Aug 14, 2015 Alright. I've been trying to do this. Unfortunately, I only have PzData, which I don't believe is
compatible with Esys 3.24.3. Sep 30, 2015 When I do a read coding, all of a sudden the programming show as finished. After
that, I don't know what to do. Does anyone know how to cancel programming or something like that? . Oct 15, 2015 I currently
have PzData 3.54.2, E-Sys 3.24.3, and have F23. As I have read, there is an issue with the version of the Z-Props. I have tried to
apply updates to PzData and E-Sys 3.24.3, but to no avail. It's driving me crazy! Oct 29, 2015 I have F23, and PzData 3.54.2 + ESys 3.24.3. This worked flawlessly for many years, but with Esys v.3.24.3 + PzData 3.54.2 + 2d92ce491b
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